Evolution of Mobile Phones

From the huge 80 lbs, gigantic machines to the tiny devices that easily fit in our pockets, the journey of mobile phones is truly remarkable.

But what does this transition look like?

1973 Martin Cooper invented the first mobile phone

1989 Motorola's Zad Morris phone was launched for around $4000

1992 The first text message was sent that read 'Happy Christmas'

1996 Motorola launched the first flip mobile phone, StarTAC

1998 A new technology, Bluetooth, hits the market

2000 J-Phone and Sharp Technologies developed the first mobile camera phone

2003 Nokia 1100 was launched, and it became the top-selling phone of all time

2007 The first iPhone was launched that had several apps and a touchscreen

2011 Visa and Google launched their mobile wallet services

2016 The most popular augmented reality mobile game, Pokemon Co., was launched

2019 5G, the fastest generation of network was introduced
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